Following the discovery of blue large-amplitude pulsators (BLAPs) by the OGLE survey, additional hot, high-amplitude pulsating stars have been discovered by the Zwicky Transient Facility. It has been proposed that all of these objects are low-mass pre-white dwarfs and that their pulsations are driven by the opacity of iron-group elements. With this expanded population of pulsating objects, it was decided to compute a sequence of post-common-envelope stellar models using the mesa stellar evolution code and to examine the pulsation properties of low-mass pre-white dwarfs using non-adiabatic analysis with the gyre stellar oscillation code. By including the effects of atomic diffusion and radiative levitation, it is shown that a large region of instability exists from effective temperatures of 30 000 K up to temperatures of at least 50 000 K and at a wide range of surface gravities. This encompasses both groups of pulsator observed so far, and confirms that the driving mechanism is through iron group element opacity. We make some conservative estimates about the range of periods, masses, temperatures and gravities in which further such pulsators might be observed.
INTRODUCTION
Stellar variability enables astronomers to learn more about a star or stellar system than from a star of constant brightness. For example, eclipses can be used to determine binary orbital parameters, novae can be used to learn more about close binary interactions and stars which are intrinsically unstable and pulsate can provide clues about the internal structure of a star through asteroseismology.
The discovery of a new class of pulsating star, referred to as blue-large amplitude pulsators (BLAPs), was reported by Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) . A new class of pulsating star presents challenging theoretical questions such as what the driving mechanism is, what their evolutionary status is and how many such objects could be found. A number of stars in OGLE survey observations showed brightness variations of 0.2 − 0.4 mag over periods of 20 − 40 minutes. Spectroscopic follow-up on a few of these variables showed that these pulsators have an effective temperature T eff ≈ 30 000 K and a surface gravity in the range 4.2 ≤ log g/cm s −2 ≤ 4.7. Their evolutionary origin was uncertain, but a number of potential stellar structures was suggested. One such proposal is that BLAPs are low mass, helium-core pre-white dwarfs (M ≈ 0.3 M ) which will evolve to have the same temperature and luminosities as the observed objects (Romero et al. E-mail: conor.byrne@armagh.ac.uk (CMB) 2018; Córsico et al. 2018) as they approach the white dwarf cooling track. Another is that they are helium-core burning post giants evolving toward the extended horizontal branch (EHB) (Wu & Li 2018; .
Detailed evolutionary calculations for both pre-EHB stars and low-mass pre-white dwarfs including the effects of atomic diffusion were carried out by to test the hypothesis that either model could pulsate in a manner comparable to the observations. By carrying out non-adiabatic pulsation analyses, it was shown that models of both types will evolve to become unstable in the temperature region in which BLAPs are observed, with pulsations in the appropriate period range. The driving mechanism was identified as the opacity bump (κ-mechanism) at the iron opacity peak. found that it is necessary to account for the effects of radiative levitation.
Radiative levitation is a diffusive process whereby the outgoing radiative flux from the star imparts a force on the ions in the star, with the magnitude of the force depending on the precise atomic structure of the ion. Elements such as iron have a complex 'forest' of atomic transition lines and are thus more susceptible to the radiative force than relatively simple species such as helium. Stellar models including the effects of radiative levitation in hot subdwarf stars have confirmed that iron accumulates in the metal opacity bump, or Z-bump, (Michaud et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2011 ) and in a self-consistent stellar evolution model, radiative levitation has been demonstrated to have a significant effect in the pre-subdwarf phase of evolution .
Radiative levitation enables sufficient accumulation of iron and nickel around the opacity maximum at ∼ 2×10 5 K to create a large enough opacity bump to drive the pulsations. However, it was concluded that on the basis of evolutionary timescales at the observed surface gravities, the 0.3 M prewhite dwarf model was a more likely candidate to explain the BLAPs than the shorter-lived pre-EHB models.
Low-mass white dwarfs (M 0.5 M ) are unusual in that they cannot form within the current age of the Universe through single-star evolution channels, thus requiring interaction with a binary companion to form. This can be achieved by removing mass from a red giant, either through stable mass transfer (Roche lobe overflow) or unstable mass transfer (common-envelope ejection), leaving just the helium core and a low-mass hydrogen envelope. After this interaction, the star will then contract and cool to become a white dwarf, possibly after a phase of hydrogen shell burning, depending on the mass of the hydrogen envelope that remains. Evolutionary calculations by Althaus et al. (2013) have explained how these binary interactions can produce low-mass white dwarfs. Potential scenarios in which single low-mass white dwarfs could form have been explored by Kilic et al. (2007) and Justham et al. (2009) .
The κ-mechanism and radiative levitation of iron and nickel are also known to be responsible for the pulsations seen in hot subdwarf stars. Hot subdwarfs are low-mass (∼ 0.46 M ) core-helium-burning stars with low-mass hydrogen envelopes. Like low-mass white dwarf, hot subdwarfs also form through binary interactions removing the bulk of their hydrogen rich envelope, with the important distinction that the envelope is only stripped when the star has grown a core large enough for helium fusion to take place. There are both rapid and slow subdwarf pulsators which were discovered by Kilkenny et al. (1997) and Green et al. (2003) respectively. Radiative levitation of iron-group elements was predicted to be responsible for the rapid pulsators before they were discovered (Charpinet et al. 1996) , and the same mechanism was subsequently found to be responsible for the slow pulsators (Fontaine et al. 2003) .
Following the discovery of BLAPs, another new group of pulsating variable stars was discovered by the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) (Kupfer et al. 2019 ). These variable stars show similar large amplitude variability as that seen in BLAPs, while their spectroscopically determined surface gravities are much higher and they have much shorter periods. These higher surface gravities and surface temperatures place them amongst the hot subdwarf pulsators in the log g − log T eff diagram. Table 1 compares the general population properties of the Kupfer et al. (2019) and Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) pulsators and both classes of hot subdwarf variables, while Table 2 lists the properties of the individual stars for which spectroscopic follow-up has been completed. This new discovery raises an interesting question of whether these two groups of faint, large-amplitude pulsators are related to each other and/or to the hot subdwarfs. Kupfer et al. (2019) computed some helium-core pre-WD models and found that lower mass (∼ 0.28 M ) pre-WDs provide a very good match in terms of the pulsation periods, while a model of a shell He-burning, post-EHB star gives pulsation periods which are longer than those observed, making this a less likely candidate. Thus the current opinion appears to be that the pulsators of Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) and Kupfer et al. (2019) are related objects, different only in mass. This raises the question of whether these are two distinct groups of pulsator or part of a contiguous region of instability, which may become populated as these large-scale sky surveys such as ZTF and OGLE continue to monitor the sky.
In order to investigate this, we decided to expand on the work of and examine a larger region of parameter space, looking at a wide range of pre-WD masses and probe the stability of these stars as they evolve. This will enable us to determine the extent to which these pre-white dwarf stars could be unstable and make predictions about what further discoveries might be expected in this region of parameter space.
Previous studies of pre-white dwarfs have been used to study the evolution of companions to pulsars (Driebe et al. 1998) . Evolutionary modelling of extremely low mass pre-WDs has been carried out by Istrate et al. (2014) in the context of the timescales involved and the impact this has on the age determination of white dwarfs and also by Istrate et al. (2017) , who focused on WASP 0247-25B, a pulsating pre-WD of around 0.18 M . As an eclipsing double-lined spectroscopic binary, WASP 0247-25B is representative of the EL CVn type double-lined eclipsing binaries which contain a pre-WD with an A-or F-type main-sequence companion (Maxted et al. 2014) . Another group of pre-WDs includes single-lined systems containing a pre-WD with an unseen CO-WD companion (Gianninas et al. 2016) . Both groups may have some connection to BLAPs and both contain pulsating variables; Jeffery & Saio (2013) argue that reduced hydrogen abundance in the envelope led to helium being the principle opacity driver. The evolution of EL CVn systems was examined by Chen et al. (2017) .
METHODS
A grid of models was constructed to examine a wide range of masses for pre-WD objects, from very low masses (< 0.2 M ) to just below the critical mass for helium ignition, at which point the star would evolve to become a hot subdwarf prior to becoming a white dwarf (∼ 0.46 M ).
Evolution models
Evolution models were computed using mesa (Paxton et al. 2011 (Paxton et al. , 2013 (Paxton et al. , 2015 (Paxton et al. , 2018 (Paxton et al. , 2019 . Physics options were similar to those used in , namely the Schwarzchild convection criterion, a convective overshoot parameter α M LT = 1.9 following Stancliffe et al. (2016) , no mass loss (aside from the initial stripping of the red giant progenitor) and an initial metallicity of Z = 0.02 with the mixture of Grevesse & Sauval (1998) . Atomic diffusion in mesa uses the Burgers equations (Burgers 1969) , following the approach of Thoul et al. (1994) , with radiative accelerations computed using the methods outlined by Hu et al. (2011) . The effects of radiative levitation make use of the monochromatic opacity data from the Opacity Project (Opacity Project Team 1995 , 1997 An example low-mass white dwarf progenitor model was constructed starting from a 1 M zero-age Main Sequence model. This model evolved to become a white dwarf, with a number of intermediate models saved with a range of helium core mass from 0.18 M to 0.38 M in steps of 0.005 M and 0.38 M to 0.46 M in steps of 0.01 M . This encompasses the 0.31 M stars found by Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) and the objects of 0.28 M which appear to reproduce well the observations of Kupfer et al. (2019) . To replicate the effects of a common-envelope ejection event, each of these models was then stripped of their hydrogen envelope through a large mass-loss rate ( M = 10 −3 M yr −1 ) until a relatively small envelope of approximately 3×10 −3 M remained. Each of these white dwarf progenitors was then evolved, with the effects of radiative levitation accounted for as long as the effective temperature was greater than ∼ 6 000 K. Models were allowed to evolve until becoming a white dwarf with a luminosity log(L/ L ) = −2. Intermediate mesa models were saved every 50 time steps for pulsation analysis. Some models underwent a hydrogen shell flash, these models are discussed further in Section 3.
Pulsation models
The stellar models were analysed for stability using the gyre stellar oscillation code (Townsend & Teitler 2013) . The interim mesa stellar profiles from each evolution track were provided as input to gyre. An adiabatic analysis is computed first to find the eigenfrequencies of the star. These adiabatic results are then used as the initial guess in a nonadiabatic analysis to determine the stability of the identified modes. As with the models analysed in , the frequency scan was limited to l = 0 modes and focused on the fundamental radial mode given that both the prototype BLAPs and the high-gravity counterparts show large amplitude pulsations characteristic of the fundamental mode. Static envelope models produced by Jeffery & Saio (2016) indicate that the Z-bump instability strip extends over a broader range of surface gravities than seen in hot subdwarf stars. As was the case in , the blue-edge of the instability strip appears to be located at a higher temperature in the whole star evolutionary models with inhomogeneous envelope compositions than in the static homogeneous envelope calculations of Jeffery & Saio (2016) .
RESULTS
Fig 1 shows a representative sample of the evolutionary tracks from the grid. Several behaviour characteristics are noticeable. The most massive objects evolve in a relatively simple manner, getting hotter at constant luminosity, before cooling and contracting. At the lowest masses, they likewise show a straightforward evolution. At intermediate masses (0.255 ≤ M core / M ≤ 0.305) these models are observed to undergo a late hydrogen shell flash, leading them to complete a 'loop' in the log g − log T eff diagram. This ignition of helium causes expansion of the envelope, which causes the star to become a cool giant once more before returning to the white dwarf cooling sequence once more. These sorts of 'late-hot flashers' are common in low mass pre-WDs and hot subdwarfs (Brown et al. 2001; Miller Bertolami et al. 2008) . Overall the evolutionary tracks are in good agreement with those shown in Fig. 1 of Istrate et al. (2014) . The 'kink' features in the cooling tracks of some of the models (log T eff ∼ 4.1-4.3, log g/cm s −2 ∼ 6.5) are similar to that noted in Driebe et al. (1998) , where they are identified to be models which transition to unstable hydrogen burning, but where the heat is able to escape sufficiently quickly to not go through a complete hydrogen shell flash.
Mode identification
Each intermediate mesa model in every evolutionary sequence was analysed non-adiabatically using gyre to examine the pulsation properties of the stars as they evolve from the red giant branch to the white dwarf cooling track. The initial adiabatic analysis carried out by gyre typically finds a monotonically increasing sequence of modes, starting at n p = 1 (the radial fundamental mode). The subsequent non-adiabatic analysis, which takes the adiabatic solutions as initial guesses to solve the non-adiabatic case generally finds the same modes of pulsation. In some situations, this is not true, with the non-adiabatic gyre analysis not finding the n = 1 mode, and in some extreme cases, the lowest order mode it identifies claims to be a p-mode mixed with a g-mode component. This is illustrated in Fig 2, which shows the lowest order mode found by the non-adiabatic gyre study. Note that this plot does not indicate the stability/instability of any model, it simply indicates the mode order of the first identified mode. The cyan symbols show the models where the fundamental mode is identified, the magenta symbols show models where a higher order radial mode is the first identified, while the orange symbols indicated models where the mode identified contains a g-mode component. There are three main regimes in which the fundamental mode is not identified. These are log T eff > 4.6, 3.85 ≤ log T eff ≤ 4.2 and 3.6 ≤ log T eff ≤ 3.75, which are a result of highly non-adiabatic conditions associated with enhanced Fe opacity for the first two, and H and He opacity for the latter. The models which gyre has attributed some g-mode characteristic constitute a relatively small fraction of the models and this has been attributed to numerical noise as a consequence of the highly non-adiabatic conditions in some of the models. This is a logical conclusion as radial modes, which are not related to buoyancy, should not couple to g-modes (Saio, H., priv. comm.). • At low effective temperature ( T eff 5000 K) and low surface gravity ( log g/cm s −2 2.0), all the models show instability. The opacity profile of a representative model chosen from this region (M core = 0.3 M , T eff = 4400 K, log g/cm s −2 = 0.43) is shown in Fig 4 along with the value of dW/dx, the derivative of the work function for the fundamental mode identified by the non-adiabatic pulsation analysis. The result shows the peak in the driving is located at an effective temperature of 10 000 K, suggesting it could be the result of the H i-ii and He i-ii partial ionisation opacity bump, also believed to be at least partly responsible for the pulsations in Mira variables (Ostlie & Cox 1986) . It must however be noted that the coupling between pulsation and convection is not considered by gyre and therefore the nature of these pulsations cannot be deduced with certainty.
Pulsation analysis
• At the highest luminosities (the uppermost diagonal in the log g − log T eff plane) the models are also unstable. This can be attributed to strange-mode pulsation due to the highly non-adiabatic nature of these stars, which have a high L/M ratio, close to the Eddington limit.
• Models completing their 'loop' in the diagram are found to be unstable at log T eff /K < 4.0, 4.0 ≤ log g/cm s −2 ≤ 6.0 as they re-ascend to the low temperature, high luminosity regime. This phase of evolution is characterised by a significant increase in radius over a relatively short period of time. An example driving/opacity diagram for one of these objects is shown in Fig 5. It can be seen that dW/dx is extremely noisy and the magnitude of the work function is much lower than that seen in Fig 4. The likely cause of the instability in this case is the -mechanism (pulsations driven by changes in nuclear burning rates), as a consequence of the sudden short-lived increase in nuclear burning associated with the shell flash. The 0.3 M core model takes 2 000 years to evolve from the onset of the hydrogen shell flash (identifiable by the sudden change to an upward slope in the log g − log T eff plane when the model is on the white dwarf cooling sequence) until it reaches the low temperature turning point at the top-right corner of the log g − log T eff diagram. Less than 60 years are spent in the portion of the diagram where the star evolves from high surface gravity ( log g/cm s −2 ≈ 6) to lower surface gravity ( log g/cm s −2 ≈ 4) at near constant temperature (log T eff ≈ 3.85). This makes it clear that a 1D hydrostatic model of this star is not an appropriate treatment in this phase of evolution and therefore no conclusions should be made about the stability status of the star.
• Some regions of instability are noted in the white dwarf cooling tracks. These appear most prominent between 4.5 ≤ log T eff /K ≤ 4.6 and approximately 4.1 ≤ log T eff /K ≤ 4.3, which are in reasonable agreement with the temperature ranges of 'hot-DAV' (Shibahashi 2005) and DAV (Landolt 1968 ) white dwarfs respectively. This seems like a reasonable result as all our models have hydrogen rich envelopes in this evolutionary phase as gravitational settling dominates the atomic diffusion process, leaving mostly hydrogen at the surface.
• A large region of instability is present between 25 000 K and 80 000 K. This is the instability region caused by the iron opacity bump, and is the identified driving mechanism for at least the 'low-gravity' BLAPs . This instability region is the primary focus of this work.
• This high effective temperature region also includes an apparent 'island of stability' for surface gravities log g/cm s −2 < 6. As discussed in Section 3.1 above, this portion of the diagram is where gyre has had issues in its non-adiabatic analysis. As a result the lowest order mode identified is not always the radial fundamental mode, but higher order p-modes. Therefore the results in this region are incomplete, as the stability of the fundamental mode remains undetermined. This is illustrated in Fig 6 where the log g − log T eff diagram is reproduced, but with the models with no identified fundamental mode plotted in grey. This makes it difficult to estimate the location of the blue-edge of the instability region, as all the high effective temperature models have inconclusive results. A black box highlights models with log T eff /K > 4.475 and log g/cm s −2 < 6.2, where the vast majority of the models appear to be unstable, which is relevant when discussing the lifetime of these objects in Section 3.3.
• There is an overlapping region of stable and unstable models at log T eff ∼ 4.4, log g/cm s −2 ∼ 4.7. This region where seemingly stable and unstable stars can coexist is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.4, where the models which undergo a hydrogen shell flash are discussed in more detail.
• The issue with mode identification can also be illustrated in the irregular spacing of the points in the high temperature regime in the log P−log T eff plane shown in the lower panel of Fig 3 which differs from the more uniform spacing found in the log g−log T eff diagram in the upper panel. This is further evidence that the fundamental modes are not always being found as the fundamental period should scale via the period-mean density relationship, which scales with radius for a fixed mass, while the surface gravity also scales with radius, so both plots should be similar if the fundamental mode was identified each and every time. The logarithm of the opacity is shown by dot-dashed purple line, the logarithm of the convective velocity (scaled down by a factor of 10) is indicated by the solid orange line, while the value of dW/dx is indicated by the solid blue line. Note that the magnitude of dW/dx is indicated on the right-hand axis, unlike the other variables. The vertical solid, dashed and dotted lines indicate the approximate temperatures of the partial ionisation opacity peaks of H/He, Heii and iron group elements respectively. Note that there is a temperature inversion and hence the variables are double-valued for values of log T > 7.
The faint blue variable instability region
This large instability region encompasses both the lowgravity and the high-gravity BLAPs, as well as a broader region of temperatures and gravities. Fig 7 illustrates the effects of radiative levitation on the evolution of the models. As in the previous figures, the models are placed on the log g − log T eff diagram. In this instance, the points are colour-coded to indicate the logarithmic value of the mass fraction of 56 Fe present in the region of maximum opacity (∼ 2 × 10 5 K), with the purple colour at the lower end of the scale corresponding to the solar value, log(X Fe ) = −3. The models where the lowest order mode to be identified is found to be stable are indicated by open symbols. Models where the lowest ordered mode identified is found to be unstable are indicated by the filled symbols. In general, this refers to the radial fundamental mode, except in the cases highlighted in Fig 2, where only higher order p-modes are successfully identified. The bulk of the instability region coincides well with the iron opacity reaching its maximal value. This reinforces the result that radiative levitation of iron and nickel is the key mechanism leading to the presence of pulsations in these stars. the lower panel shows a M core = 0.285 M model with an effective temperature of 31 700 K and a surface gravity of 5.4, closely resembling the properties of HG-BLAP-2. In both cases, it can be seen that the peak of the driving (indicated by the maximum of the derivative of the work function) corresponds to the location of the peak in the iron abundance and corresponding opacity bump. This confirms that the driving mechanism for both the low-gravity BLAPs of Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) and the high-gravity BLAPs of Kupfer et al. (2019) is the κ-mechanism, with the opacity bump enhanced by the action of radiative levitation on iron and nickel.
The high temperature instability region in Fig 3 is a lot more extended than the region occupied by the objects which have so far been identified on the log g − log T eff diagram. As a rough estimate, the instability region roughly extends from when the star exceeds a temperature of around 30 000 K (log T eff = 4.475) and until it moves across at high luminosity to its maximum temperature and then until it contracts to have a surface gravity of ( log g/cm s −2 ∼ 6.2). This is indicated by the rectangle in Fig 6. Considering only those models in which the fundamental mode has been identified, a majority of the models in this region are unstable. Therefore the time spent in this portion of the log g − log T eff plane can be used as a rough indication of the lifetime of the pulsator.The stability of the models at the highest temperatures remains unclear. However, given the fact that Fig 3 shows that some higher order p-modes show instability, it is not unreasonable to assume these stars are unstable for some portion of their evolution through this region. Some stars are unstable at cooler temperatures and/or higher surface gravities, but this provides a conservative estimate on where these stars could be expected to be unstable. Fig 9  illustrates the time that each model spends in this portion of the log g − log T eff plane as a function of core mass. The blue squares indicate the time spent in this region of the log g − log T eff diagram on a logarithmic scale. The green histogram represents the mass distribution per unit time spent in the specified region of parameter space, binned into mass increments of 0.015 M . That is to say, the cumulative lifetime of the models in the area of interest is normalised such that the sum of heights of the bars in the histogram is equal to 1. This provides insight into the range of masses of objects likely to be observed in this faint blue star instability region based on the argument of evolutionary timescales, assuming a uniform proto-WD mass distribution.
This illustrates that there is an optimal range of masses in which these objects are reasonably long lived. The longest lived model in this region is the M core = 0.275 M model, with models with core masses between 0.255 M and 0.310 M all having a 'lifetime' of 10 6 yr, with stars with core masses greater than 0.310 M having a logarithmically decreasing lifetime as they evolve much faster from the post-CEE phase to becoming a white dwarf. Stars with core masses below 0.255 M don't exceed the required temperature cutoff and are not unstable in any case, so pulsating pre-WDs are not expected for masses below this. From the histogram, it can be seen that 45 per cent of the cumulative lifetime of objects is contained in the mass range 0.2705 ≤ M * / M ≤ 0.3005, while almost 75 per cent of the cumulative lifetime is located in the mass range 
Shell flash models
A number of models in this work are found to undergo a hydrogen shell flash in their post-common-envelope evolution. For the envelope mass used in this work (3 × 10 −3 M ), this corresponds to models with a helium core mass between 0.255 M and 0.305 M . To examine the effects that this flash has on the pulsation stability of the models, these modes were isolated and separated into their pre-flash and post-flash loops. This is illustrated in the panels of Fig 10. The upper left panel shows both loops of these 'flasher' models in distinct colours, with the first loop in yellow (cyan) and the second loop in magenta (green) for stable (unstable) models. The remaining models are plotted in grey, with dark grey used to indicate the unstable models. The first loop and second loop are then plotted individually in the upper right and lower left panels respectively.
In the first loop, the low temperature instability region driven by the H/He partial ionisation opacity and the high temperature instability region driven by Z-bump opacity are both present and the extent of the instability is generally in agreement with the adjacent non-flasher models. A curious overlap region is observed at log T eff ≈ 4.45 where it appears that stable and unstable models should be able to co-exist. An expanded plot of this region is shown in Fig 11, with evolutionary tracks for clarity. In these tracks, a 'hook' or 'mini-loop' feature is evident, with models from before the hook/mini-loop generally being stable, and only becoming unstable while evolving through the hook/mini-loop. This hook is a result of the transition from envelope contraction following the post-common-envelope phase to the onset of a period of hydrogen shell burning once the envelope reaches the necessary conditions for shell burning to resume. The initial contraction phase is rather rapid, while the hydrogen burning phase is somewhat slower until it too is exhausted and the white dwarf contraction phase begins. For example, the 0.305 M core model (shown by the black line in Fig 11) takes ∼ 10 3 yr to evolve from the post-common-envelope phase to the beginning of the loop, while taking ∼ 10 5 yr to evolve through the loop. This rapid evolution prior to the loop is not sufficiently long relative to the diffusion timescale to allow iron and nickel to accumulate and therefore the star remains stable. Once they reach the hook/loop, the following phase of evolution is much slower, allowing the heavy metals to accumulate and pulsations are driven. The apparent overlap is due to the shape of these loops, whereby the models initially move to high effective temperature, before cooling slightly during the loop, and then becoming unstable, thus giving the appearance that some models which are slightly hotter are stable unlike their slightly cooler counterparts. Another interesting observation in this diagram is that a number of the pulsators sit quite close to this point in the evolutionary tracks, shortly after the onset of radiative levitation.
For the second loop, both of the main regions of instability, the low temperature and the high temperature regions, are in broad agreement with the rest of the overall population. The evolution of these objects after their flash is at a significantly higher luminosity and reaches a higher maximum temperature than achieved on their first loop.
Effects of envelope mass
The presence of shell flashes in some of the models is the result of the remnant hydrogen envelope. Therefore it is instructive to construct further models to investigate the effects of a smaller or larger hydrogen envelope on these results. This is an important area of investigation as the amount of material removed from a star in the commonenvelope ejection scenario remains largely uncertain (see, for example a review of this topic by Ivanova et al. 2013 ). To gauge this, a smaller envelope mass model (2 × 10 −3 M ) and a larger envelope mass model (1 × 10 −2 M ) were computed for a 0.31 M core model. The evolutionary tracks and the corresponding stability of the fundamental or lowest order radial mode in each model are shown in Fig 12. For a smaller envelope mass, indicated by the green and magenta symbols, the model also undergoes a hydrogen shell flash. This indicates that envelope mass plays a key role in determining whether a model will have a shell flash or not, as the 3 × 10 −3 M envelopes primarily used in this study only lead to flashes in models with core masses up to 0.305 M . Additionally, this model has its 'hook' at a much higher ef- Figure 11 . A close-up view of the highlighted rectangle of Fig 10, focusing on the region with overlapping stable and unstable models. To assist with clarity, the evolutionary tracks of some of the models are also drawn. fective temperature than the models shown in Fig 11, but the same principles observed in those models apply here, namely that the model remains stable during the fast contraction phase and only becomes unstable once reaching the 'hook'. Apart from these differences, the instability of this model is in reasonable agreement with the instabilities of the 3 × 10 −3 M envelope model and the complete set of models at large. This significant difference in the temperature at which the hook is located is an interesting feature of the change in envelope mass, with the inference that smaller envelope masses will lead to hooks at higher temperatures. As a result, it is possible that the red edge of the instability region could provide a diagnostic by which it could determine the minimum envelope mass of a pulsator. This could help provide an indirect means of testing the physics of the common envelope phase of evolution.
For a larger envelope mass, the model evolves in a relatively similar way to the 3 × 10 −3 M envelope model, with a similar behaviour regarding its stability. The larger envelope mass means the model is able to sustain hydrogen shell burning in the aftermath of the common-envelope ejection, thus the star does not go through a hook/loop in its subsequent evolution. In this case, the model begins to be unstable once it reaches a high enough temperature for radiative levitation to become an effective process and has a post-common-envelope age sufficiently long compared to the diffusion timescale for iron to begin accumulating in the Zbump. 
Other potential effects
There are a number of other areas with unstable models in this data, such as in the white dwarf cooling sequence. As the primary goal of this work was to investigate the population of high amplitude pulsators of Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) and Kupfer et al. (2019) , these models were not investigated in detail in this work. Additionally, as was demonstrated by changing the envelope mass, there are a number of other variables which may play a role and have an impact on the exact morphology of the instability regions. Such analysis and computation is beyond the scope of this work, but will be explored in a subsequent study. These additional effects include, but are not limited to, the method of mass loss (stable Roche lobe overflow rather than common-envelope ejection) and the initial progenitor mass. Another important factor which has not been considered in this work is the mass distribution of low-mass white dwarfs expected from population synthesis calculations. This, combined with the lifetime estimates given in Fig 9 would help refine the mass range in which such objects might be detectable. It is also worth emphasising that the results presented here refer to the fundamental mode as much as was physically possible. In principle, this means that the stability of these models in higher order modes and in non-radial modes has not been examined.
DISCUSSION
In the case of hot subdwarfs, it is known that not all stars in the appropriate temperature range are seen to be pulsators.
About 10 per cent of subdwarfs in the sdBVr instability region are observed to pulsate (Østensen et al. 2010) , while 75 per cent of stars in the sdbVs instability region are observed to be variable . It is unclear from this work how pure the proto-WD instability region explored in this work could be expected to be.
As this region overlaps with the hot subdwarf instability strip it is worth asking whether it is possible for objects to have been misidentified. From currently existing observations, it would appear that the amplitudes of the pre-white dwarf pulsators are considerably larger than those of the highest amplitude subdwarfs. However, moving forward it would be instructive to bear in mind that there may be two overlapping populations of objects in this part of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.
Nomenclature
As the population of these hot, subluminous variable stars grows, both in number and in extent in the log g − log T eff plane, there is potentially some merit to discussing a coherent and descriptive naming system for these stars, as it is evident that intermediate mass/gravity objects have the potential to exist, leading to a breakdown in the dichotomy of 'high-gravity' and 'low-gravity' BLAPs. While their temperatures and brightnesses place them close to hot subdwarf variables, these stars are fundamentally different (shell-hydrogen burning, rather than the hot subdwarfs which are core-helium burning objects). Another potential naming convention would be to describe them as 'Faint Blue Variables', as an analogue to luminous blue variables, which also show dramatic changes in brightness. Given that the variability of the luminous blue variables is an unpredictable rather than periodic variations, this name would likely cause confusion also. What is evident at this point is that all of these stars are blue, subluminous and exhibit radial mode pulsations. Perhaps a name such as faint-blue radial pulsators would be a more appropriate descriptor of this new and growing class of pulsating star.
Completeness of population
With the growing number of BLAPs being discovered, it becomes crucial to carry out spectroscopic analysis of as many such stars as possible So far, only 4 of the 14 OGLE pulsators have had effective temperatures and surface gravities determined spectroscopically. Locating these objects on the log g − log T eff diagram and comparing to the stability diagrams produced in this work will enable a broader understanding of this new class of pulsator. With continuing and new high-cadence photometric surveys, it is inevitable that more such stars will be discovered in the future. These must be combined with distances (e.g. Ramsay 2018) to construct volume-limited samples and hence to test stellar evolution and binary population synthesis models for pre-white dwarfs.
Relation to EL CVn stars
From the orbital parameters of the currently known EL CVn systems, Chen et al. (2017) show that the formation of the low-mass pre-white dwarfs in those systems cannot come from the common envelope channel as systems with a red giant with such a low core mass would lead to a merger rather than a common envelope and subsequent binary system. As discussed in Section 3.6 above, the Roche lobe overflow evolution channel and the effects it may have on the instability regions have not been explored in this work and remain an area for future study.
Binarity
Following the implication that these pre-white dwarf variables are products of binary evolution, it would be expected that some, if not all, of the observed pulsators should show evidence of binarity. Currently none have shown any such evidence and further observations are needed to test this expectation. If any of the observed pulsators are descendants of EL CVn stars, an A-or F-type main-sequence star companion should be visible in the spectrum and at least some should still be eclipsing, despite the smaller radius of the contracting pre-white dwarf. No signatures of eclipse have been found. In the case of post-common-envelope prewhite dwarfs with compact companions such as the Gianninas et al. (2016) pulsators, evidence should be sought from radial-velocity studies extending over both the pulsation and putative orbital periods.
Extent of the instability region
The blue-edge of the instability region remains uncertain owing to the current lack of data on the fundamental mode in our models. For the assumed envelope mass (3×10 −3 M ), the red-edge is reasonably well defined, with almost all models above 30 000 K showing instability, with the red-edge dropping to about 25 000 K for the models with the highest and the lowest surface gravities. From the lower panel in Fig 3, this corresponds to pulsation periods from ∼ 100 s as the models approach the white dwarf cooling sequence up to ∼ 10 000 s (2.8 hr) for the more massive models as they contract at high luminosity. The red-edge is sensitive to the assumed envelope mass, and this should be explored in more detail in future.
CONCLUSIONS
Evolutionary models of low mass pre-white dwarfs including the effects of radiative levitation have provided tremendous insight into the regime in which a new and growing population of faint blue pulsating star has been discovered. A large region of the log g/cm s −2 − log T eff diagram shows instability of the radial fundamental mode from effective temperatures around 30 000 K, up to at least 50 000 K and potentially up to 80 000 K. In this temperature range, the periods of the unstable fundamental modes range from around 100 seconds up to 2-3 hours at the longest durations.
The driving mechanism is clearly identified as the κmechanism as a result of a large Z-bump opacity as a direct consequence of radiative levitation, with the significant enhancement of heavy metal opacity providing a strong driving force. This region of instability includes both the low-gravity variables discovered by Pietrukowicz et al. (2017) and their high-gravity counterparts discovered by Kupfer et al. (2019) . This confirms that both of these groups of stars are part of the same phenomenon, that is that they are all pulsating pre-low mass white dwarf stars. The location of the instability region coincides remarkably well with the onset of radiative levitation, illustrating the importance of the increase in iron abundance in the Z-bump opacity peak for pulsation driving.
Assuming a flat initial mass function for pre-WDs, over 75 per cent of the cumulative time within the instability zone is spent by stars with mass 0.2555 ≤ M * / M ≤ 0.3155. Higher mass models evolve faster. Models with masses less than 0.255 M do not reach high enough effective temperatures for radiative levitation to become efficient enough to lead to pulsations. Models with core masses between 0.255 M and 0.305 M undergo a hydrogen shell flash.
Closer examination of these models shows that their postcommon envelope evolution is characterised by a quick increase in effective temperature as their inert hydrogen envelope remnant contracts, followed by a hook/loop as hydrogen-shell burning resumes. This leads to evolution on a nuclear timescale which allows enough time for radiative levitation to take effect and make the stars become unstable. A number of the observed pulsators are located close to this region at the red-edge of the instability region.
Experiments with differing envelope masses showed that in general the shape and extent of the instability region is largely unchanged. At larger envelope masses, the star is more likely to maintain hydrogen shell burning after common-envelope ejection and thus does not show a hook/loop feature when hydrogen re-ignites. For lower envelope masses it was found that the effective temperature of the model is much higher when it resumes hydrogen shell burning, thus shifting the effective red-edge of the instability region to higher temperatures. This suggests that with a larger population of such pulsators, the location of the rededge may provide a diagnostic for determining the minimum envelope mass of these pre-white dwarfs, thus providing an indirect way of measuring the efficiency of common-envelope ejection at removing mass in close binary situations.
A number of uncertainties remain in our understanding of this new class of pulsating star. The calculation of non-adiabatic eigenfrequencies with gyre becomes challenging in extremely non-adiabatic models with high L/M ratios and/or large opacity bumps. It is hoped that future development will enable more robust non-adiabatic analysis with gyre and provide a complete picture of the instability region at the highest effective temperatures. This paper successfully interprets BLAPs as likely low-mass pre-white dwarfs. Such stars must be produced from a close binary interaction which strips most of the hydrogen envelope. It therefore remains puzzling that no evidence for a binary companions to any of these pulsators has yet been found, although it must be acknowledged that systematic searches for binarity (through radial velocity variations or other means) have not yet been carried out for either the low-gravity or high-gravity pulsators.
We propose that given that both the high-gravity and low-gravity stars under discussion are probably compact fundamental radial-mode pulsators driven by the same pulsation mechanism and are the same kind of stellar object, it may be worth providing the class of stars with a name that better reflects their properties, such as faint-blue radial pulsators.
